Module 1: Where did grooming begin?
Module 2: Be prepared!
Module 3: First aid
Module 4: The most common disorders
Module 5: Working tools
Module 6: Psychology and bathing
Module 7: Anatomy & types of coat
Module 8: Standard styles

CLICK HERE TO VIEW FULL COURSE SYLLABUS >>>>>

STEP-BY-STEP VIDEO TUTORIALS

West Highland White Terrier >> VIDEO
French Bulldog >> VIDEO
Husky >> VIDEO
Schnauzer >> VIDEO
Yorkshire Terrier >> VIDEO
Cosmetics For Pets >> VIDEO
Preventive Ear Care >> VIDEO
English Cocker Spaniel >> VIDEO
Golden Retriever >> VIDEO
Poodle >> VIDEO
Shih Tzu >> VIDEO
Bathing A Dog >> VIDEO
Pedicure Nails And Paws >> VIDEO
Working Tools >> VIDEO